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Abstract

The performance of predictive models used e.g. in fraud detection can deteriorate
because of concept drift, i.e. changes in the data distribution. Existing concept
drift detection methods assume that true labels become available immediately after
predictions are made thus making it possible to monitor predictor’s accuracy. How-
ever, in many banking applications true labels become known with a considerable
delay. We propose a new Labelless Concept Drift Detection and Explanation
Framework (L-CODE) to bridge this gap. L-CODE allows to localize and visu-
alize detected drifts. We illustrate its promising performance with synthetic and
real-world datasets, including the fraud detection case study.

1 Introduction

Common classification models are assumed to be trained on data that are sufficient and representative
of the underlying unknown distribution. However, in real-world scenarios, the joint distribution of
features and labels p(X, y) is not stationary but drifting from time to time [1]. This phenomenon,
referred to as concept drift, can severely deteriorate the predictive performance of an existing model.
Fraud detection is a typical example where concept drift may happen because of the adversarial
behavior, or new kinds of fraud appearing or policy changes by the regulator or the bank. From the
Bayesian perspective, concept drift can manifest itself in two types of changes [1, 2]: 1) real concept
drift–change in the posterior distribution p(yi|X); 2) virtual concept drift–change in the distribution
of one or several classes p(X|yi) (or in p(X)).

Most methods for real concept drift detection assume that a true label becomes known after the
classifier casts a prediction, and signaling of possible drifts is possible based on classifier accuracy
monitoring, e.g. with the ADWIN [3], DDM [4], or PH [5] detector. But in many real applications,
true labels might be unavailable or become known with a considerable delay [6]. Even if true label
were available, after a drift is detected it can be desirable to inspect it for possible root causes. Methods
for virtual drift detection (e.g. CNF [7] and HDDDM [8]), which monitor feature distribution, do not
use true labels, but the alerted drifts may have no effect on the classification task. Recent labelless
methods attempt to monitor the classifier output prediction ŷ (or estimated posterior probability
p̂(yi|X)) to make sure detected drifts are related to classification task (e.g. CDBD [9] and MD3 [10])
but they are not equipped to provide interpretation for possible root causes of the drift.

We propose L-CODE: Labelless Concept Drift Detection and Explanation Framework. Our drift
detection methods tracks changes in the space of Shapley values that capture individual feature
contributions to the predictions cast by a classifier [11, 12]. Our method is efficient because we
can track changes on each (Shapley) feature separately, and effective, because each Shapley feature
captures interactions of the original features wrt classifier’s output. Besides these advantages for
drift detection, L-CODE facilitates in-depth inspection of the source of the drift alert. We call out
approach labelless because true labels are not used for detection or explanation of the drifts.
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2 L-CODE Framework

L-CODE conducts univariate chunk-based drift detection by monitoring the fluctuations of these
Shapley values, in combination with changes of the feature distribution in reference and current
windows. Here, we assume that drift found in one feature is enough to trigger an alarm and update
the model. On top of the detected drift, L-CODE provides three-levels visualization with different
granularities.

In the following, We motivate the use of Shapley values and then introduce our approaches for
detecting and explaining drifts.

Shapley feature space. Shapley values, originating from the cooperative game theory, can explain
the output of any machine learning predictor in terms of each feature contribution to predictor’s
output. In general case, Shapley values are expensive to compute. There are efficient approximations.
However, for decision-tree based methods it is possible to compute Shapley values precisely efficiently
that is known as SHAP [12].

Several properties of the Shapley values justify their use for tracking concept drift in a univariate
manner: 1) combining local explanations of each prediction allows us to capture global patterns
between feature space X and the predictions ŷ. Hence, we can use the Shapley value to vicariously
track the change of p(X, y); 2) The Shapley values of one feature can be decomposed into the main
effect and its interaction effect with other features. Hence, even if we monitor each feature separately
we can still obtain multivariate changes based on its Shapley values.

Let (X1, ..., XN ) be a sequence of data with labels (y1, ...yN ) to be used to train an initial classifier
f̂ , where X has d dimensions, y is restricted to binary classes and N is the predefined chunk size.
Next, an explainer g is obtained based on f̂ (we use the SHAP library [12]). Classifier f̂ and explainer
g stay fixed until any model adaptation takes place. By inputting X1, X2, . . . into g, corresponding
Shapley values S1, S2, . . . can be obtained and Shapley feature space formed.

Drift detection. The general drift detection workflow is shown in Figure 1. At time t, we are inter-
ested to detect whether there are differences between the reference and current windows. The reference
window consists of (XRef , SRef ), where XRef = (Xlambda, ..., Xt) and SRef = (Slambda, ..., St).
Here, lambda is the initial point or the past detected drift position. Similarly, the current window is
(XCur, SCur), where XCur = (Xt+1, ..., Xt+N ) and SCur = (St+1, ..., St+N ) with chunk size N .
If there is a significant difference between (XRef , SRef ) and (XCur, SCur), then we say that t is a
drift position and XCur is a chunk with drift. Then we can request labels of XCur to update f̂ and g
or apply any other drift handling strategy. If there was no drift alert, the reference window will be
extended by adding (XCur, SCur).

Figure 1: Drift detection workflow

We compare the reference and current windows, per each feature in parallel. For the ith feature xi,
we are comparing (Xi

Ref , S
i
Ref ) and (Xi

Cur, S
i
Cur), which are formed by selecting the ith feature’s

feature values and Shapley values from the reference and current window. We first calculate the
expected Shapley value distribution for Xi

Cur by extrapolating Si
Ref based on Xi

Ref to Xi
Cur, which

is then compared against the observed Shapley value distribution Si
Cur, using two-sample t-test.

Below we explain the intuition behind this method and how we compute the expected Shapley
distribution.
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Let {xik | k ∈ [1,m]} denote the k-th unique feature value of xi (with a total of m unqiue feature
values for xi). Each feature value xik has its corresponding Shapley values φi(k). Note that one feature
value potentially has many different Shapley values as a result of interaction with other features [13].
We denote the Shapley distribution of one feature value xik as p(φi(k)) and of the feature xi as p(φi).

We assume that if the distributions of one feature value xik are the same in reference and current
windows, then its corresponding Shapley distributions pRef (φi(k)) and pCur(φi(k)) should originate
from the same distribution. This has two implications: 1) if pRef (φi(k)) and pCur(φi(k)) originate
from different distributions, it indicates multivariate changes since the Shapley distribution also
includes interaction information. 2) the change of sample size of xik in two windows does not indicate
change if pRef (φi(k)) and pCur(φi(k)) originate from the same distribution. Hence, if we want to
use Shapley distribution to test if feature xi has changes in two windows, we first need to calculate
the expected Shapley distribution p′Cur(φi) by adjusting the sample size of different feature values,
then check if p′Cur(φi) and pCur(φi) are drawn from the same distribution.

Since we use two-sample t-test, we only need to compute the expected mean and standard deviation
of the Shapley distribution. For xik, its corresponding Shapley distribution p(φi(k)) will be (µk, σk).
We expect that the mean and standard deviations of the Shapley values of xik should be the same
between the reference and current windows (µCur

k,expected ≈ µRef
k and σCur

k,expected ≈ σRef
k ). Then

we can obtain the expected Shapley distribution of feature xi at the current window, p′Cur(φi) ∼
(µCur

expected, σ
Cur
expected) by adjusting the sample size of different feature values (Eq. 1 and 2):

µCur
expected =

∑m
k=1 µ

Ref
k · nCur

k∑m
k=1 n

Cur
k

(1)

σCur
expected =

√√√√∑m
k=1 n

Cur
k · σRef

k

2
+
∑m

k=1 n
Cur
k · (µRef

k − µCur
expected)

2∑m
k=1 n

Cur
k

, (2)

where nCur
k is the sample size of xik in current window. If (µCur

expected, σ
Cur
expected) and (µCur, σCur)

have a statistically significant difference, then the drift is alarmed.

Note that to make sure that the Shapley distribution p(φi(k)) related to feature value xik, k ∈ [1,m] is
representative and can give good enough mean and deviation estimates, we need at least 30 samples
of xik. And to make sure all features have finite unique values we need to do binning on the numeric
features where bin numbers will be set to b

√
Nc and N is the chunk size. Accordingly, we have

N ≥ max{30m, 30b
√
Nc}. If all the features are continuous, the chunk size cannot be less than

900.

It is also worth noting that when the expected and observed Shapley distributions of a feature have
a significant difference, the feature distribution may have changes or not between reference and
current windows. When there is also a change in feature distribution, it is trivial to conclude that
there is drift. When there is no change in feature distributions, it implies that its interactions with
other features have changed. For example, we have a binary classification task where gender =

male ∨ education = educated is class 1, otherwise 0. We assume that the initial classifier f̂ is
optimal and correspondingly from the explainer g we can obtain the interaction information between
features. If we have 50 educated males and 50 non-educated females in reference window, and
50 non-educated males and 50 educated females in current window, then if we monitor feature
distributions of either gender (male, female) or education (educated, non − educated), we
cannot detect any changes. But if we look into the Shapley distributions of gender in two windows
there is a clear difference since the Shapley values of gender = male when it co-occurs with
education = educated or education = non− educated will be totally different (the same applies
to gender = female).

Explanation of detected drift. L-CODE provides three levels of drift information to assist end-
users (see Figure 2). First, we know the chunks that have the drift. Second, we can target the features
that are responsible for signaling the drift in this chunk. Third, we can go deeper and locate the
feature values that have severe changes between the expected and observed Shapley distributions.
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Correspondingly, for the three levels of drift information, we provide different forms of visualizations
to assist end-user’s understanding of the drift. We illustrate their use in Section 4.

Figure 2: Detected drift locatization and explanation

3 Experiments on drift detection

The goal of our drift detection experiments in to investigate the performance of L-CODE. We conduct
experiments on real-world datasets with synthetic drift (i.e. we know the exact positions of drifts) and
real-world benchmark datasets that are known to exhibit drifts, but we do not know their positions.

We use a static classifier as a baseline and two existing labelless drift detection methods as competitors.
Thus we compare four approaches: 1) No change–after building initial classifier, no drift detection or
model update will be conducted; 2) HDDDM–Hellinger Distance Drift Detection Method [8] only
monitors the changes in feature space; 3) MD3–Margin Density Drift Detection Method [10] tracks
changes in the number of samples that fall into the margin of the classifier (e.g. SVM) to detect drift
based on the model output p̂(yi|X); 4) L-CODE.

For the experiments on the real-world benchmark dataset, we add three more drift detection methods
(ADWIN [3], DDM [4] and PH [5]) which are based on monitoring classification accuracy, i.e. they
are not competitors, but are expected to show better performance.

We set the initial classifier f̂ as a random forest with 20 trees and the explainer g is obtained by
using Tree SHAP [12]. For each dataset, we have to do binning to make sure each feature has
limited number of unique values. Then the minimum chunk size N is specified for each dataset. The
reference window will enlarge if no drift is signaled in the current window. If drift is detected in the
current chunk, its labels will be requested, and f̂ and g will be updated. The significance level of
two-sample t-test is set to 0.001 for all the experiments. The only difference for HDDDM’s setting is
that it does not have the explainer. MD3 is slightly different since it detects drift instance by instance.
If drift is detected, next N labeled data will be requested to update the classifier. To make the results
comparable, we report the average accuracy of MD3 in each data chunk.

3.1 Real-world dataset with synthetic drift

Our first goal is to check whether L-CODE can detect the manually induced drift. Since in concept
drift research we do not have real-world dataset with known drift positions, by introducing drift in real-
world dataset we set a controlled yet realistic environment to test whether drift detection is effective.
If L-CODE can detect drift point we manually induced, the performance of the classifier should
recover after updating. Thus, we check both, the detection accuracy and its effect on classification
performace.

Datasets: Two UCI datasets [14]: Adult and Bank. We follow [10, 15] to manually introduce p(X|yi)
drift in the middle of the dataset by swapping the top 25% features. The chunk size of both datasets
are set as 2500.

Results: All manually induced drifts in two datasets are detected by L-CODE. In Adult dataset
(the first row of plots in Figure 3), L-CODE has the highest average accuracy (0.912) among the
four methods (the second is MD3 with 0.893). Since all the methods have the same setting on the
random forest classifier, the differences are due to the different drift position they found. Our method
finds drift in chunk 9 and chunk 10 consecutively and updates the classifier twice. One reasonable
explanation is that the classifier updated on chunk 9 contains the old and new concepts, so a significant
difference between the expected and observed Shapley distribution is still found on chunk 10. The
drift signaled on chunk 5 by HDDDM is an obvious false alarm. One possible explanation here is that
there are changes in feature space in chunk 5 but these features are irrelevant to the classification task.
Consequently, updating classifier on chunk 5 will not help recovery the performance of classification.

4



L-CODE does not alarm drift in chunk 5. This confirms the expectation that L-CODE is focused on
detecting changes relevant to the classifier performance. The drift position of MD3 falls into chunk
10. It has a delay in the detection of drift but after updating the classifier, the accuracy recovers as
expected and reaches the same level as with L-CODE.

In dataset Bank (the second row of plots in Figure 3), L-CODE and HDDDM have the highest average
accuracy (0.896). Their drift positions are exactly the same. The drift position of MD3 falls into
chunk 10, which has a delay in drift detection but after updating the classifier, the performance of
classification reaches the same level as our method.

These results confirm our expectations on the performance of L-CODE.
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4 methods No change vs L-CODE HDDDM vs L-CODE MD3 vs L-CODE

Figure 3: Performance of the baseline and three labelless detectors (chunk number vs. accuracy).
Diamonds indicate the detected drift; black dash lines indicate real drift positions.

3.2 Real-world benchmark dataset with real drift

Our next goal is to check the effectiveness of L-CODE method on real-world datasets that exhibit
drift. Since drift positions in these datasets are unknown, we use average accuracy as an indirect
indicator of drift detection performance. If the drifts are correctly detected, the accuracy of the
classifier should recover by retraining.

Datasets: Electricity (Elec) and UCI Phishing. The Elec dataset can be obtained from MOA [16].
From [17], we know that after the 2nd of May 1997 the drift should increase substantially. We keep
7 features and remove the date feature. We set the chunk size as 1440 which is approximately the
length of one month. We set the chunk size in the Phishing dataset as 1000.

Results: L-CODE has the highest average accuracy in comparison with the other labelless methods
on Elec and Phishing datasets (see Figure 3). Specifically, for the Elec dataset, L-CODE has the
highest accuracy 0.748 among labelless methods. L-CODE signals drifts more often comparing to
other labelless methods; here our results align with the prior knowledge that after 2nd of May 1997
(black dash line in plots related to Elec in Figure 3), the drift should increase substantially. Our
method keeps the average accuracy at a relatively stable level and higher than the other methods all
the time except after chunk 24. This may due to the seasonality of the drift so that other methods
which still keep the old concept can perform well again.

We also compared the average accuracy of the classifier with L-CODE detector against three state-
of-the-art drift detectors that use accuracy (i.e. require true labels) to track concept drift: ADWIN,
DDM, and PH. On the Electricity dataset, the highest accuracy is achieved by NB+DDM (0.838)
which is 0.09 higher than our method. On the Phishing dataset, the best performance is achieved by
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NB+ADWIN (0.920) which is lower than ours (0.943). And with L-CODE the classifier used only
10% labels as compared to the other approaches.

These results show that L-CODE outperforms other labelless methods and shows competitive perfor-
mance with state-of-the-art methods that require immediate availability of true labels.

4 Experiments on explanation of detected drift

We conduct two sets of experiments to demonstrate how we explain the detected drift. First, with
use of one synthetic dataset we illustrate how the three-level visualization can help and then provide
evidence with a case study on the fraud detection dataset provided by a Dutch bank.

4.1 One illustrative example on explanation of detected drift

Dataset: We follow [18] to introduce p(X|yi) drift in the middle of the SEA dataset (with 10000
instances). It has three features (x1, x2, x3). If x1 + x2 < 7, it will be class 1 otherwise 0. We set
p(x1 < 5|y = 0) = 0.1 before drift point and p(x1 < 5|y = 0) = 0.9 after drift point. Chunk size is
set to 1000.

Results: We can see three-level visualizations of SEA dataset in Figure 4. From the drift map
(level 1) in Figure 4(a), we can see that features x1 and x2 have drift in Chunk 5, which is the middle
of the dataset. The heat map (level 2) of feature x2 are shown in Figure 4(b). Each position in the
map shows the difference between the observed and the expected frequency of samples with specific
feature values and Shapley values. The encircled areas show the positions that have large differences.
We can see that large x2 values can be responsible for the detected drift.

Note that we did not explicitly introduce drift in feature x2 but we still find drift in it. In this situation,
the drift in feature x2 is caused by its interaction with feature x1. The distribution of x2, the scatter
plot of x2 and x1 in the reference and current windows (level 3) are shown in Figure 4(c). The drift
feature values of x2 are highlighted in the pink area. The possible reason of drift here is that most
large x2 values were co-occurring with large x1 values in the reference window while in current
window large x2 values are co-occurring more frequently with smaller x1 values.

(a) Drift map (level 1)
(chunk num vs feature)

(b) Heat map of x2 (level 2)
(feature values vs Shapley values) (c) Feature distributions (level 3)

Figure 4: SEA dataset three-level visualization
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4.2 A case study on the fraud detection dataset from a Dutch bank

Settings: We choose a period in between January and March in 2017 to build an initial fraud detection
model and we set this range as the reference window. Then we set samples of each month from
April to December as current windows. In this case we do not update the model but only provide
explanations on the drifts to assist domain experts’ decision on when to update the model. For privacy
concerns, we hide the numbers on all figures and add some annotations.

Results: In Figure 5(a), we can see the drift map (level 1). Five features have drift, which indicates
that these features have different patterns in some months of the year comparing to the reference
window. Here we pick one feature C as an example and go further for the next levels of visualization.

(a) Drift map (level 1)
(month vs feature)

(b) Heat map of C in May (level 2)
(feature values vs Shapley values)

(c) Feature distributions (level 3)

Figure 5: Dutch bank dataset three-level visualizations

Then we can see the heat map (level 2) of C in May in Figure 5(b). The encircled areas in the heat
map show the positions that have high differences between the observed and expected frequency.
Then we can target the drift feature values: 1 and 2 (from left to right). Apparently, C = 1 has more
negative contributions than we expected and C = 2 has more positive contributions than we expected.
Then we know that the proportions of different type of interactions for these two features values have
changed.
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We can see the distribution of C (level 3) from the left plot in Figure 5(c). Drift feature values 1 and
2 are highlighted in the pink range but from this distribution, we cannot find clear changes. Then we
find that one of the top interactive features of C is D. We can see how the distributions between C
and D change from the reference window to the current window at the bottom left plot in Figure 5(c).
Since we actually know the labels of the test dataset, we also visualize all the fraud transactions with
color red on top of the scatter plots to assist our understanding of the drift. When C = 1, one type of
interaction between C and D is missing in the current window (see the red circle). When C = 2,
there are some slight changes in the position of frauds between reference and current windows.

Now, we look further in the drift feature value C = 2. At the bottom right in Figure 5(c), we can
see the expected and observed Shapley distributions of C = 2, and the reference and current feature
distributions of D when C = 2. We can see that C = 2 has more positive contributions than we
expected in May. And the possible explanation is that C = 2 is co-occurring more frequently with
D = 4 and less frequently with D = 3 and D = 5.

These results show that L-CODE can provide in-depth explanation on the root causes of the detected
drift via three-level visualization in the context of fraud detection.

5 Conclusion

When it comes to drift detection, it is usually not realistic to rely on the immediate availability of true
labels for the new-coming data points (transactions). Thus, in real applications it is often impossible
to use drift detection methods that are based on monitoring model accuracy. Other drift detection
methods that monitor changes in the feature space, may generate alerts on various changes in the data
distribution, including those that do not affect the performance of the prediction model. We show that
our proposed L-CODE framework can effectively utilize information captured in Shapley values to
focus only on those changes in the data which are relevant to the behaviour of the predictive model.

We demonstrated empirically that L-CODE consistently results in better performance of predictive
models that need to operated under concept drift. L-CODE outperformed state-of-the-art labelless
methods (Figure 3), and shows competitive performance in comparison with the detection methods
which rely on availability of true labels. Furthermore, we demonstrated the use of the three-leveled vi-
sualization functionality enabled by L-CODE to make the drift detection process more transparent and
interpretable, allowing the user to navigate from the Shapley distribution space to the corresponding
source data (Figure 4 and 5).

We plan to study the applicability of L-CODE is different application settings, e.g. when we expect
drifts or change points to reoccur [19, 20].
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